Career

The “Transnational and European Commercial Law, Banking Law, Arbitration / Mediation” puts forward a genuinely transnational and European perspective, offering a highly flexible qualification suitable for a wide range of career openings in many sectors.

The Programme supports students and professionals who aim for careers in Greece and abroad in sectors such as:

- Law Firms, Banking and Financial sector
- Government, International Organizations, NGOs
- University and Research Institutes
- National and International Arbitration and Mediation Centers

The University

The International Hellenic University (IHU) is the only Greek public University where programmes are taught exclusively in English. It is located in Thessaloniki, a vibrant student metropolis.

We are focused on attracting leading academicians and outstanding students from Europe and across the world. The IHU may offer scholarships to exceptional prospective students.

The Elective Courses (students choose two)


The Master’s Dissertation

The Master’s Dissertation is an individual 12,000-word paper of original scientific concept. The topic is chosen by the student with input and advice from a faculty member, who acts as a supervisor.

Schedule

Duration of the Programme

3 Semesters full-time (FT) or 6 Semesters part-time (PT)
Teaching takes place only during weekends, once (PT) or twice (FT) a month while written examinations commence on Friday afternoons.
Teaching of courses can either take place in a classroom or/and through distance learning as defined by current relevant legislation.

Admissions

Our admissions policy supports equality of opportunity. We are focused on building a student community from various backgrounds and national origin.

To be considered for the “LL.M. in Transnational and European Commercial Law, Banking Law, Arbitration/Mediation” Programme, candidates are required to have:

- A good university degree from a recognized University
- Two references
- An English language certificate with a good score (Proficiency, IELTS, TOEFL or TOEIC)

School of Economics, Business Administration & Legal Studies

International Hellenic University Campus
14th km Thessaloniki - Nea Moudania
57001 Thermi, Thessaloniki
Greece

T +30 2310 807529, 807563, 807520
F +30 2310 474520
E admissions@ihu.edu.gr

legal.ihu.edu.gr
The Programme

The International Hellenic University’s “LL.M. in Transnational and European Commercial Law, Banking Law, Arbitration / Mediation” provides a thorough analysis of Commercial & Economic Law, Banking Law, Arbitration and Mediation within a transnational, EU and International context. The emphasis is on learning how cross-border business activities, companies, financial markets and the banking sector are regulated and how alternative dispute resolution is conducted.

Programme Structure (Three terms)

During the first term, full-time students are required to follow 6 mandatory courses. During the second term, full-time students follow a further 5 mandatory courses and 2 elective courses. During the third term, work is dedicated exclusively to the Master’s dissertation.

The Mandatory Courses

Transnational Commercial Law I


Transnational Commercial Law II


European Economic Law


International Regulation of the Banking Sector


Institutional Banking Law & Banking Services: Credit Assurance - Bank Supervision - Consumer Protection in the Banking Sector - Private Law


Regulation of Intercontinental Capital Markets & Investment Protection


Mediation and Ombudsman scheme in the Banking Sector

Options for the Settlement of Banking Disputes | Key Aspects of Mediation in the Banking Sector | Other Relevant ADR Mechanisms | Options for the Banking Sector | Type of Complaints Resolved; Dispute Settlement | Ombudsman’s Powers and Jurisdiction | Procedural Principles: Filing a Complaint; Investigating a Complaint | Fairness, Independence and Impartiality | Code of Ethics etc.

Mediation, ADR & ODR Law


European & International Competition Law / Antitrust Law


International Commercial Arbitration


Recognition and Enforcement of International Arbitral Awards


Elective Modules and Master Dissertation -->